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Abstract: Let .Y be r completely regular Waulrdorg space, C(X) the ring of real-valued cc;tn- 
tinuous functions or! .A) CK the ideal of functions with compact support, dthe intersection of 
the free maxim& ideals of C(X), and Cq, the ide.& of functions with pseudocompact supror :. 
For any space, CK E I E C$ . When CK = I, or I = C$ , or C’K = C$, it is said that X is p+zo~’ ‘pact, 
v-ccmpact, or +-compact, respectively. These id.eals ;nd spaces are characterized in terms 1-S the 
ideal stmcture ?f C(X) and the topological structure of p;i’. Also, PC-, ~9, and JI-compactifica!ions 
are constructed. Examples and counterexamples are given. 
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1 I Introduction 
Much informatian concerning the relation between a completely 
regular Hausdorff space X and its ring C(X) of real-v-’ led continuous 
functions has been obtained by studlying the ideals 6,” c’(X)= For example, 
questions of compactness, realcoml>actness, or pseudocompactness of .3 
are answered by reference to the maximal ideals ef C(X). This paper is 
motivated by a result of Giilman and Jerison wkch shows that for real- 
compact X, the family CK (X) of functions with compact support is 
identical with the intersection I(x) of al1 the free maximal ideals 12, 
8.191. 
We are primarily concernec! with. the family <T*(X) of functions with 
pseudocompact support, and its relation to CK (,X), I(4Y~) and the sub- 
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ring C,(X) of functions vanishing at infinrty. l[t is always the case that 
CK(X) C, I(X) C_ C@(X). (The first inclusion is shown in [2,7E], the 
zezond in [6, Theorem 2.21.) When C’(X) = I(X) or I(X) =: C,(X) or 
C&Q = CJr (X), we say that X is p-compact or q-compact ;3r $-compact, 
respectively. We determine properties of these spaces and c,onstruct p-, 
q-, and $-compactifications, which are analogous to the 
compactification UX [2, Chapter S] . We also show that 
intersection of the byper-real maximal ideals of C(X) anti that I(X) = 
c,(x, n c,(X)* 
2. Prelimharies 
0ur primary reference for background material and notation is [ 211. 
Let X be a compliztely regular Hausdorff space; for any space Y with 
X G Y 2 @X, and any functicnfE C(X), the extension off over Y will 
be denoted f’ . The support of a function f will be denoted Sm. If l 
S(f) is relatively pseudocompact (i.e., every function in C(X) is bounded 
on S(j)), then Scr) is pseudocompact [ 6,2.1]. For X C_ Y 6_ /3X and 
f E C(X), we ckarly have S(f’) = cl,Sv~ and S(f) = S(f*) n X. 
The idealsMP and Op of C(X) are defined in [ 21; we extend the no- 
tation as follows. For any A G OX, we put 
OA = n OP= 
PEA 
,;f E C(X): A C_ int,, cl,,Zy?} . 
I[t follows that for any A G f?X, we have clox.A = fI {clpxZtj’): f E M" ), 
and MA zMc$XA. WhenMA = OA , we say U-Lot A is round (see [S] 1; 
thus A is round if, for any f E C(X), clpxz’cf) is a neighborhood of A 
whenever it contains A. The intersection of the free maximal ideals of 
C(X) will. be denoted I(X), i.e., I(X) = MPx-x. The family C,(X) of h.11 
functions in C(X) with compact support is an ideal (possibly impropt..:), 
in fact, CK(X) = flxmx (see [ 2, 7E] ). The farnil-! of functions in C(X) 
vanishing at infinity is denoted C,(X); it need not be an ideal in C(X), 
but it is the intersection of the free maximal ideals in C*(X) (s,r’> [2, ‘7Fl). 
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e shall denote by C,(X) the family of functionIs in C(X) with pseudo- 
compact support. t PJeras shown in [6, Section 21 that C*(X) 3s an ideal 
(possibly improper) in C(A?) and that it is all of C(X) if and only if X is 
pseudocompact. The following gives a characterization of C,(X) ana.lo- 
gous to the characterization of CK (X) as Oflx-x ; this result has also 
been obtakd by Riordan [7]. 
Theorem3.1. C,(X) =M@X-vX =O@x-vx. , 
Proof. The second equality, which states that@X - UX is round, is shown 
in [5? 5.4]_ Let f~ C,@). Since S(j) is pseudocompact, sois Scf”). Since 
Svv) is also realcompact, it is thus compact. Since OX = c~$xZm U 
clPxScf) = ~l,~Z(f3 u S(P), we have fix- uX E clpxZ(j .), thus 
f’~ M@X-vX. Now let f E 0 flx-vx u There is a compact ser F such that 
ljzX - VX E OX - F C_ clp,Zcf), and hence X - .2(f) c flX - clPxZcf) E 
F C - UX . Thus S(f) is relatively pseudocompact, and hence pseudocom- 
pact. 
Theorem 3.2. I(X) = C,(X) f~ C_(X). 
PI ?of. It is noted in [2,7F.2] that I(X) C_ CJX.), thus I(X) g C,(x> cj 
C,(X). Now let f E C@(X) n C,,,,(X). Then #X - UX c clpXZ(f). Also 
(IX--X C_ Zcffl), thus uX-X c Zdf’) = clv ;$cf) c clBx.zcjr‘,. Hence 
' /3X-X C_ clPxZu), i.e. f E I(X)* 
4. The p-compactification 
Recall that X is p-compact if every function th(at belongs to the inter- 
section of the free maximal ideals of C(X) has co.;npact support, i.e., 
when C,(X) = I(x). Since C&X) = Qpx -x and I’X) = Mflxvx b it follows 
that X is E.c_compact if and only if /3X-X is rounci. Every reakompac: 
space is p-compact [ 2,8.13 ] . other properties of g-compact spaces my 
be found in [3,6,7]. L 
Theorem 4.1. For any space X, there is a pl-compact space hXI whzc”: is 
the smullest p-compact subspace of PX containing X. Thus, X is p-cum- 
pact if and only if X = j4X. 
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Proof. Let pX be the in’izrsectlo~ of the family 9 of all Cc_compact sub- 
spaces of flX containing X. Let f~ 1(&Q. For any YE 9 we have 
fy E! I(Y),, hence fy E CK( Y) and Scf’) is compact. Since Sy3 is the 
intersection of all the supports Suy), it follows that SW is compact. 
Thus 14X is p-compact. 
Lemma 4.2.1JX C Y C_ vX, tkrt Y is la-compact if avid on& if /3X - Y 
is round. 
oof. Let Y be p-compact and let f~ c(X) with PX- Y G c$$Zcf). 
Since PY - Y = flX- Y G cl&!!cf) = cl +?cf”l), and Y is p-compact, 
cl +Z@j is a neighborhood of PY - 8 thus clpxZcf) is a neighborhood 
o I p;K - Y. Thus /3X - Y is round. Now let /3X - Y be round (with respect 
*to X). For anyfE c’(Y), we have clpyzcf) = cl,,Zcfl x); hence fly-- Y = 
&X- Y is round (with respect o Y). Thus Y is p-compact. 
Theorem 4.3. &X is the smallest subspace Y elf @X containing X such 
that PX- Y is round. 
Roof. &?G fl: is round by the lemma. Conversely, if X G- 2’ c @X and 
$X-- Y is rountj, then /3X - (r,X n Y) is also round since PX --- UX is round 
and the union of round sets is round [ 5,4.1,5.4] l Thus, by the lemma, 
VX n Y is p-compact, and 1X C VX n Y c Y. 
elnark 4.4. It may be shown in a straightforward manner that thee 
necessity in Lemma 4.2 holds without the restriction that Y 5 vX; i.e., 
ifXG Y!&?3Xan.d Y is p-compact, hen flX- Y :is round. The conve:rse, 
however, may not be so generalized, as the following example shows. 
Example 4.5. Not every subspace Y of p;K containing X such that px’- Y 
is round need! be p+ompact. IJnder the continuum hypothesis, there! 
exists a remote point p in OR (i.e., a point not in the closure of any crlis- 
Crete subset of (see [ 1 ] ); put Y = @ -{p), It is noted in 55, 5.7:11 
is a remote point if d only if it forms a round sub- 
- Y is round. It is shown in [2,65] that a space S is 
pseudocompac aenever pS - S contains onIy one point, hence Y is 
pseudocompac inally, it is shown in [ e is no pseu.&p 
compact pcompact proper subspace of thus Y is not 
p-compact. 
e $-co 
We say that X is $wcmpact if every function in 6(X++ with pseudo- 
compact support has compact support, i.e., whell& $&Q = C&Q. Every 
realcompact space, every P-space, and every space that admits a c:om- 
plete uniform structure is Q-compact [ 6, Secticn 31. A pseudocompact 
Q-compact space is clearly compact. 
Theorem 5.1, For an>: space X, there is a @compact space $X, which is 
the smlzllest @compact subspace of /?X contwving X. Xhus, X is :f -cow 
pUCt ij=akzd only if X = $X. 
Proof. Let $X be the intersection of the family 9 of all $-cornpa& sub- 
spaces 0f PX containing X. Let f E C&M). For any YE 9, S(fy) is 
pseudocompact and hence compact. Since Su) is the intersection of all 
the supports Suy), it follows that S(f) is compact. 
Corollary 5.2. The space X is pseudocompwt if and onl, if $X = flX. 
Proof. If X is pseudocompact, then so is JlX; hence \tX is compact and 
$JX = px’. If \cIX = PX, then also UX = @X, so X is pseudocompact. 
The following ch.aracterizations.of C,(X) are similar to those of 
Theorem 3.1; they replace UX by $X. 
Theorem 5.3. G&Y) = Oflxvex =Mflx-'? 
Proof. The second equality is a special case of Lemma 4,2. Let fE C,(X), 
thus So” J/ ) is compact. Since 
we have flX - J/X G cl $?m, thus f E M@x-J/x. Also, OPx-‘Lx & 
O@*- ux = C,(X) by Theorem 3.1. 
x,y 5.4. [3X -- UX is dense in /3X - $4~ 
Corollary 55. P-f VX is locally compact, then $X = uX. 
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Proof. Let f~ &,(Xje Then Scfq) =%I,&~ is cornpa& and is thus 
equal to ~l~#!‘)~ Hence $X-X contains the union indicated, which 
we shall denote by U. Put Y = X u II’. Let g E CJ Y). Then f = gi .r has 
relatively pseudocompact support and hence fE C&K& Thus 
SF&) = cl+(f) = Y n cl&(f) = “l&f) , 
and S(g) is compact. Hence Y is @compact. Since: X G Y C_ #X, it :fol- 
lowsthat Y= $Xand @X-X= VI 
6. The q-compactification 
We say that X is q-compact if every function in C(X) with pseudo- 
Gc,,xpact support belongs to all the free maximal ideals of C(X), i.e., 
when I(X) = ~C@J. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that X is q-compakt 
if and only if any function that. belongs to every hyper-real maximal 
ideal belongs to all the free maximal ideals. 
Theorem 6.1 eI X is q-compact iJ’and 0nIy v/,32? - vX is dense in PX- X. 
Proof. We have I(X) = Maxwx = Mc’(flx-~ and C*(X) = Mfl*“vx = 
Mc’(@x- ux). Palso 
and 
The result follows. 
eomm 6.2. Any pseudocompact, q-compact space is compact.. 
oaf, d(X) = C,(X) = C(X), hence there are no free maximal ideals in 
Gx)* 
eorem 6.3, .IP;br atiy space ;I(, there is art q-compact spice qX, which 
is the smalkst q-compact s&space oj’@X containing X. Thus, X is q- 
compact if h !nd 0nZy if X = qX, 
. Let qX be t?~ intersection of the family 9’ of ah v-compact sub- 
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/3X containing X. Since vX E 9, we have qX C; vX and3(qX) = 
F, we have vX G VY snd thus flX - Y c cl#X - vY) G 
and hence 
px--qX= u (/3X- Y)- 
YEiS 
= clpx(px’- VX) = cl&X- v(qX)) ; 
Thus qX is q-compact. 
Corollary 6.4, 
* 
rgX=Xw ix$,ux, 
qX - X = intpx_x (VX-4). 
Corollary 6.5. If vX is locally miupact, then 7$K = vX. 
lClorollary 6.6. The space X is pseudocompact if and only if qX = /3X. 
Proof. If X is pseddocompact, then qX is also, and thus qX is compact. 
If QX = OX, then also vX = PX, ard thus X is pseudo-compact. 
7. Examples 
It is clear that for any space X we have 
The following examples illustrate that each of these inclusions may be 
pro~3r* 
Exaknple 7.1. The non-realcompact P-space Y of [2,4L] is $-compact, 
hen(:e Y = $ Y # vY. 
Example 7.2. The space W of coi.Wable ordin& (cf. [Z, 5.12,8.19]) is 
p-compact but r.ot $-compact, and hence not qmcompae;t. T 
qw.= q/w = VW = pw’. 
‘be the Tychonoff plank (cf. [Z, 8.20]‘),and let 
*X(U) andB={q)x _ * dcrwte the tog edge and right ed 
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‘P. Let S* denote the ‘“sp,kal staircase” obtained drum T*X 
fying AX{2n--I} with AX {2n) and identifying BX(2n) wit 
Let t denote the corner point (wl, a, n) of S*, and put S = 
r4, P. 2401). 
Sime S* is o-compact, it is realcompact, and hence US = S*. Since t 
has no cumpact neighborhood in S*, it is a limit point of #IS -- US; thus 
S is q-compact by Theorem 6.1. Put ;‘(a, n, J ) = 1/n for all Q[ E W* and 
rl E N, and put f= 0 ekAxxe, Sin-x $cf) is pseudocompact but ilot 
compact, S is not q-compact; and thus not p-compact. Hence S = qS # 
~S=\fiS=uS#pS. 
Example 7.4. The disjoint topological sum of the above three spaces . 
provides an example of a space X for which all the inclusions in the 
above djagram are proper, and also for which r_1X and qX are not cam- 
parable. 
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